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From the President
Some of the ARA‟s plans for 2010
reported in the last issue of Rendering Circles are already on hold.
Political decisions and international
events have taken away ARA initiatives on the topics of emissions
trading and access to Japan for
Australian poultry meal.
It now
looks like a carbon pollution reduction scheme will be put off until at
least 2013 and who knows what
the scheme will look like? The ARA
has decided to put off the case for
rendering being an energy intensive trade exposed industry (EITE)
until the timing and conditions of a
CPRS are clearer.
The change of tack on EITE is not a
set back for renderers but further
delays in getting market access to
Japan for poultry meal are disappointing. A second attempt to arrange a visit by Japanese MAFF officials to inspect rendering plants
was making good progress thanks
to efforts by Christine Coulson,
Steve Roberts and Laura Timmins
of AQIS. But at nearly the last minute the proposed visit was called
off due to a foot and mouth disease
outbreak in Miyazaki prefecture on
the southern island of Kyushu. Obviously the Japanese MAFF needs
all hands on deck to sort through
FMD issues and approval of Australian rendering plants to export
poultry meal will have to wait.
Other ARA priorities for 2010 are
making good progress. Rendering
Circles, thanks to Bill Spooncer, is
out again and plans for the 2011
symposium are looking good. Venues have been booked and the program is coming together with a
theme of investment in the rendering industry. The program includes
some outstanding overseas and
local speakers.
A main event so far in the 2010

Timmins and Christine Coulson
from AQIS and DAFF.
A great
night was had by all and the event
was a good reflection of the close
ties that ARA enjoys with these
bodies.

calendar has been the ARA‟s sponsorship of the Victam trade show
and seminars in Bangkok in March.
Victam was well attended by members of the ARA and the New Zealand Renderers Group NZRG.
Dr
Geoff Allen and Dr Ken Bruerton
gave excellent presentations highlighting the cases for the inclusion of
rendered products in both aquaculture and feed diets. A & S Thai
Works hosted a formal dinner at a
traditional Thai restaurant which was
enjoyed by all.
In early May I went to Canberra with
Graeme Banks and ARA directors
Julius Rath and Stephen Cooke to
meet with Canberra based organisations. We met with David Inall, CEO
of the Cattle Council of Australia,
attended a meeting of the Sheepmeat Council at which I gave a
presentation about rendering, and
met with officers of AQIS and AFFA.
We were able to point out the important contribution that rendering
makes to the economics of livestock
production, particularly to the SCA.
We also had a good hearing from
both the CCA and SCA about the
problems renderers have with rumen
boluses and ear tags. This does not
mean that there will be an immediate change in the use of boluses and
ear tags but both CCA and SCA will
help the ARA look for solutions to
alleviate the problems these devices
cause. The ARA hosted a dinner at
Chairman & Yipp in Canberra.
Guests were Duncan Rowland
(Animal Health Australia), Andrew
Spencer & Daryl D‟Souza (Australian
Pork Limited), Reg Butler, Laura

We were able to discuss a range of
issues with AQIS and AFFA. Of the
current range of issues related to
rendered products that AQIS is
dealing with in conjunction with the
ARA, exports of feather meal to
New Zealand is the only positive
story. Other issues such as access
to Japan and certification and duty
on tallow exported to China are
proving to be difficult to resolve
although AQIS and its overseas
posts are working actively on these
issues.
The next ARA meeting will be held
in Sydney on 19 August.
This
meeting will be the AGM and I hope
to see as many members as possible at the meeting. I remind everyone that all positions on the Executive will be open for election and
encourage members to be part of
this as new faces are most welcome. The dinner at this meeting
will be in conjunction with the Pet
Food Industry Association of Australia and will give ARA members
the opportunity to meet with some
important customers.
Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to thank Laura Timmins
for the great work she has done for
the ARA. Unfortunately Laura will
no longer be the AQIS representative dealing with ARA due to heavy
work and travel demands for other
sectors of the meat industry.
Laura will be replaced by Clare
Jones who has been working behind the scenes under Laura‟s guidance for a number of years. So we
welcome Clare and sadly say farewell to Laura.
Craig Palmer

People in Rendering

Brian Bartlett AM
This series of People in Rendering has to start with Brian
Bartlett AM. Brian founded the Australian Renders Association in 1976 and provided the leadership behind the
ARA‟s many initiatives until his retirement from the presidency in 1992. Brian continues to take a strong interest
in ARA affairs although he has stepped back from formal
roles.

rendering industry as BSE became linked to rendering
practices. Brian‟s response was to lead the ARA in initiatives to introduce training in hygienic rendering, conduct
biennial rendering conferences and develop a Code of
Practice for Hygienic Rendering. These three initiatives
have all proved to be highly effective and resilient with
the twenty-fifth workshop on Hygienic Rendering about to
commence and with 652 people already accredited; the
10th International Symposium scheduled to return to Sydney in 2011 and the Code of Practice forming the basis of
an accreditation scheme that has seen 74 establishments
accredited. The Code also spawned the Australian Standard for the Hygienic Rendering of Animal Products and
has been the basis of market access to many importing
countries.

Brian convened the first meeting of the ARA, then known
as the Australian Meat and Bone Meal Shippers and Producers Association and became the first President of the
Association. The first job of the new Association was to
lobby government to abolish restrictions on the export of
meat meal. At the time, meat meal was a schedule 3
commodity meaning that it could not be exported without
a permit from the Department of Primary Industry. Permits depended on the DPI ensuring that domestic requirements were satisfied before a product could be exported.
This was a hang up from WWII and in effect allowed domestic feed producers to inhibit exports of MBM and keep
prices down. Brian took the lead role in lobbying state
and federal governments and in 1983 restrictions were
lifted and meat meal could be freely exported.

Outside the ARA Brian has owned and operated Bartlett
Grain with invaluable help from his wife Carolyn since
1964. Bartlett Grain has had a long history of exporting
Australian meat meal and in the late 1960s and 1970s
was the largest trader of rendered products. It traded in
excess of 200,000 tonnes of meat and bone meal per
year. Brian is still very active in grain exports and is involved in the production and export of large volumes of
wheat. Today he has a special interest in buckwheat. He
has fostered research and production of buckwheat and
has broken ground by developing markets for Australian
buckwheat, particularly in Japan

Another major issue in the early days of the Association
was shipping rates. The Association negotiated with the
shipping companies to introduce competitive and uniform
shipping rates. Brian led these difficult and sometimes
acrimonious negotiations on behalf of the industry. He
also worked hard to develop relationships with AQIS
which have been carried on and expanded as one of the
ARA‟s current strengths.

Brian and Carolyn live in Lindfield in Sydney‟s North
Shore and have three daughters and nine grandchildren.
In 2004 Brian was inducted as a member of the Order of
Australia (AM) for his work on the development of grain
export markets, services to the Australian Renderers Association and support of nutritional research. He is also
an honorary member of the ARA.

In the late 1980s with Brian as President, the Association
changed its name to the Australian Renderers Association.
At the same time hygiene in the Australian rendering industry was being questioned by customers concerned
about Salmonella and in the UK the spotlight was on the
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Rendering Tips and Hints
The Keith Equacooker is the most prevalent rendering
system in Australia, at least in terms of the quantity of
material processed. Originally, Keith cookers were
operated manually by balancing the feed rate and the
control wheel to maintain a steady level and consistent
temperature. Many plants still operate manually but
Mark Pope of Keith Engineering explains that Keith
cookers can be operated automatically with appropriate PLC.
Mark recommends that PLC linking sight
glass level, control wheel speed and end-point temperature can be used to control retention time and cooker
temperature.
There are several advantages of operating in automatic mode. Firstly the level in the cooker is maintained
above the shaft and this reduces wear and prolongs
the life of the cooker shaft and shell. It also maintains
an even end-point temperature above the critical limit
set in the quality assurance program resulting in verifiable microbial control. A consistent end-point temperature produces more consistent tallow and meat
meal quality. It also helps to maintain a constant
steam demand from the boilers.
When using the automatic cooking process, Mark recommends that the cooker should be filled manually
until a set point of about 125oC is reached and the tallow level in the sight glass has reached the level controller. The level controller will then turn the feed
from the surge bin on and off to maintain a level and
at this point the surge bin feed should be increased by
20%. You can now start to bail out and go through
the press start up. When the bail out and press start
up is completed, the control wheel speed should be set
manually to maintain the temperature set point. The
cooker temperature will level out and you can switch
to „auto-pilot‟. In auto mode the control wheel speed
is adjusted to maintain the end-point temperature and
the raw material feed from the surge bin will cut in
and out according the level of tallow in the level control sight-glass.
To help with the automatic control, anti-foam should
be dosed into the top of the sight-glass using a Keith
dosing pump. The KE-30 anti-foam will stop foaming
and reduce turbulence in the cooker, especially in the
sight glass. This helps the control system to read the
correct cooker level. Without anti-foam it will be difficult to get a true indication of the cooker level and any
foam in the cooker will give an incorrect end-point
temperature reading which could lead to excess fines
being expressed with tallow from the presses. For further information, contact Keith Engineering.

ARA Meeting Dates
The next meeting of the ARA is the Annual General
Meeting scheduled to be held on Thursday, August 19
at Novotel Rockford Hotel, 17 Little Pier St, Darling
Harbour. Tel 02 8217 4000.
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Biogas
the site and no water is brought in. The recycled effluent is used as condenser cooling water and for wash
down. Boiler water and water for domestic use is supplied from on-site bores or rain water tanks.

Camilleri Stockfeeds has slashed energy costs by fuelling boilers with biogas from two covered anaerobic
ponds. Kevin Pratt of Camilleri Stockfeeds said that
biogas has cut the use of natural gas by 30% and he is
aiming for 40% replacement of natural gas as they get
better at producing biogas. Gas usage of 2.5 GJ per
tonne of raw material has been cut back to 1.74 GJ
per tonne.

Kevin says that using biogas in boilers is easy. No filtering or other treatment of the gas is needed apart
from draining out water in condensate traps.

But energy cost-savings are not the only benefits of
covering anaerobic ponds to collect biogas. Odour
control is a second benefit. Since the fist pond was
covered three years ago there have been no complaints about odour. This demonstrates that odour
complaints at rendering plants are more likely to be
associated with anaerobic digestion of effluent rather
than cooking odours according to Kevin. The third
benefit is that it is not necessary to run a DAF and this
saves $150,000 per year. Effluent is treated through a
contrashear screen to recover solids which are rendered. The remaining effluent goes straight to the
ponds. This avoids generating DAF waste which was
taken offsite for ground injection at special sites and
special cost! In fact Camilleri Stockfeeds handles other peoples‟ DAF waste through the covered ponds.
Other waste streams such as glycerine from biodiesel
production are brought in to add COD to the effluent
and produce more gas. Kevin is also looking at taking
sewage sludge from septic pump-outs in the area.

Kevin Pratt demonstrates his confidence in covered ponds

Camilleri Stockfeeds has two anaerobic ponds in series, both 10 metres deep.
A new pond which
measures 90 x 45 x 10 metres was built and covered
for a cost of $150,000 including all pipe work. The
cover was $75,000. There are two boilers both of
which can use straight natural gas or biogas or a
blend. In practice one boiler uses 100% biogas and
the other natural gas. When the steam-load exceeds
what can be supplied by the biogas boiler, the second
boiler comes on line. There is enough biogas to keep
the first boiler going for four days a week at a consumption of 500 m3/hour.
The ponding system not only produces biogas. It
treats water to a reusable standard. All effluent is reused on-site. There is no discharge of effluent from

Natural gas and biogas supply to the boiler.
Biogas is from the bottom line.
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2500 visitors to the event from all over the world.
The ARA in conjunction with the New Zealand Renderer‟s Group sponsored a technical session on aquaculture feeds

People and Places
Stewart McGlashan has made a couple of moves since
leaving MLA. He was a good supporter of the ARA and
rendering development when at MLA but left to join
Johns Environmental Consulting and to be an adjunct
Professor at the University of Queensland. He is now
managing Director of Anthroterra based at Ourimbah
on the NSW Central Coast. Anthroterra designs and
builds pyrolysis equipment to make biochar from materials such as manure and chicken litter. Biochar captures carbon and is used as fertilizer and soil supplements replacing superphosphate and NPK potting mixes.

The ARA/NZRG sponsored aquafeed session was on
the first day of the event. It featured presentations
from Austrian nutritionists Dr Ken Bruerton and Dr
Geoff Allen. Ken and Geoff discussed the advantages
of using rendered products in aquafeeds. The session
was attended by 135 people including feed producers
from China, Vietnam, Thailand and the Philippines.
The session promoted awareness of the ARA and
NZRG and coupled with the technical information presented by Ken and Geoff will result in increased interest in the use of Australian protein meals in aquafeeds
in Asia.

ARA auditor Peter Husband has retired from AUSMEAT.
He still does audits in the ARA accreditation program
and continues to contribute to the ARA workshop on
Hygienic Rendering.

Nine ARA members attended the event to help promote Australian rendered products. The Australian
stock feed industry also had a presence and John
Spragg of the SFMCA gave a presentation at the animal feed technical session. Ken Bruerton also spoke
at this session and gave a further boost to the use of
meat meal in animal feeds.

Laura Timmins has stepped back from being the AQIS
rendering specialist. The position will be taken up by
Clare Jones. Clare has been with DAFF for about five
years and has worked in Biosecurity Australia and the
Trade and Market Access Division. She has been in
her current role in the Export Standards Branch of
AQIS for eighteen months and is responsible for market access in most of the Asia region.
Dean Twist who is known to ARA members from his
positions at Mars Pet Care and Biodiesel Producers has
joined the team at Arrow Commodities. Dean is based
in Albury to give Arrow a presence outside Sydney

Victam
The Victam Asia trade exhibition and technical sessions was held in Bangkok on 3-5 March. Victam incorporates three trade shows aimed at the feed industry in addition to conference sessions on aquafeeds,
petfood and animal feed ingredients. There were over

ARA, NZRG members along with Dr Geoff Allen,
Dr. Ken Bruerton and Sverre Golten
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Dr Geoff Allen and Dr. Ken Bruerton
ready to present at Victam.

Entertainment at a dinner hosted
by Sverre Golton during Victam

Protein Meals
Water temperatures have also affected blood meal
prices. In this case high water temperatures in Tasmania and other aquaculture producing areas of Australia have reduced aquafeed intake. Blood meal had
been up to $1,300 per tonne delivered in some areas
due to demand for use in aquaculture rations and other specialty feeds. With the drop off in demand for
aquafeeds, blood meal has slipped back to about $800
per tonne. Demand and prices should pick up as winter progresses and water temperatures cool.

The first half of 2010 has been quiet for animal protein meal prices. Meat meal is down from about $600
pet tonne or more in January to about $540 ex. works
in May. There was a slight improvement in meat
meal prices in May due to the lower value of the A$.
The trends and average prices do not tell the full story and there are price differences of up to $100 per
tonne depending on the market. Meat and bone meal
and other rendered products are being valued in China for use in aquaculture feeds. Fish meal prices
have been particularly high and if feed producers are
prepared to replace fishmeal with meat meal, the
meat meal can be valued more highly. Prices for
meat and bone meal to China are higher than in the
Indonesian market where meat meal is used mainly
in poultry feeds in competition with soy. In addition
Indonesia is open to imports from the USA and Canada and the lower priced North American product undermines the price of Australian meat meal.

Other protein meals are up and down. Demand for
ovine meal is much less than at the same time last
year and prices are about US$800-900 DCT compared
with US$1800 or more in 2009. Poultry meal is very
strong and prices are influenced by the high price of
fishmeal. China is driving prices but other markets are
also looking for poultry meal to replace fishmeal in
aquafeeds. In June, export prices reached $1100 DCT
for export product and $1080 -1150 per tonne for domestic use. Feather meal is a touch weaker. Prices
have been supported above export parity by domestic
blenders but the blenders have cut back on feather
meal use and export demand is also lower. Prices are
around $700 ex. works.

On the domestic market, meat meal has been priced
at or close to the price paid for exports to China.
However, the new aquaculture season in China is off
to a slow start. Too much rain and unsuitable water
temperatures have caused a reduction in feed use.
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Tallow Markets
Tallow prices in 2010 have been steady or slightly
higher since February but Scot Amedee of Gardner
Smith says that new markets for Australian tallow
must be found and Australia must be able to respond quickly to market opportunities. Over the
years Australian tallow has traded all over the world
from Cuba, to North Africa, Brazil even India but
the markets for Australian tallow have now shrunk.
More competitive ocean freight; the availability,
cheapness and substitutability of palm oil together
with globalisation trends and protectionism have
made finding markets for Australian tallow more
difficult. The days of shipping tallow competitively
to markets outside Asia is in decline and when one
looks at Asia and a market dominated by China, as
shown in the table below, the need to broaden demand and our export markets is obvious.

low driven by flexibility.
Today, more than ever, we need to deliver promptly in response to new market demand. This will
create the opportunity for exporters to diversify
away from Asia and in doing so diversify and expand the opportunities for rendered products. All
rendering industry stakeholders must ensure we
create an environment that moves quickly with the
demands of a global market that can‟t wait for risk
assessment. For example, recently we have seen
the USA change its export documentation within a
week to suit specific country import needs. Also we
know the Malaysians are creating specific palmbased soap blends that will compete directly with
tallow-based soap in places like China and Pakistan.
Since soap-making is the major use for exported
tallow, taking advantage of diversified uses is as
important as finding diversified markets.

Price drivers for tallow include a wide range of factors such as competing veg oils, crude oil price fluctuations, biofuel usage, weather and climate
change, strength or weakness of currencies, credit
and country risk, commodity funds and even the
“Wall Street fat finger”. With such a range of independent and uncontrollable price influences there is
clearly a need for a broader-based demand for tal-

The point is we trade in a global market that moves
at the press of a button under a raft of influences.
Of course there is room for risk assessment but all
industry stakeholders must understand the need for
rapid responses to new prospects in order to avoid
buyer frustration and lost opportunities.

Major destinations for Australian tallow

Share of tallow exports (%)
2007

2008

2009

China

56.47

71.99

65.95

2010 to
April
71.73

Taiwan

13.93

13.31

13.06

12.51

Pakistan

11.46

5.34

6.23

2.97

Republic of Korea

6.10

2.11

3.62

4.16

South Africa

0.00

0.79

2.70

3.11

China.
Is your MBM or Tallow registered for access to this huge market?
Gain the opportunity to export to this lucrative market directly or through your trader.
Feed ingredients from all plants to be exported to China must be registered with the Chinese Authorities.
With a resident colleague based in Beijing we can overcome all the obstacles, complete all
document translation, oversee the laboratory testing and streamline the process.
Registration services for Australian and New Zealand plants available.
SOUTHERN DOWNS MANAGEMENT SERVICES PTY LTD
60 Wood Street, Warwick, Qld 4370
Tel: 07 4661 9911 Fax: 07 4667 0199 Mob: 0418 884 190 Email: dmking@sdms.com.au
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11th ARA International Symposium
The next ARA Symposium is scheduled for 28 and 29
July 2011. The venue is the impressive Sydney Convention and Exhibition Centre at Darling Harbour in
Sydney. This central location has easy access from all
over Australia and overseas and the Symposium is expected to attract plenty of delegates from the rendering community. It is a departure for the ARA to hold
its Symposium at a specialist venue separate from hotel accommodation but the main accommodation is the
Novotel Darling Harbour which is next door to the Convention Centre and is attached by under-cover walkways.
The Symposium program has the theme of investing in
the rendering industry. Speakers who can discuss investments from the point of view of business growth,
energy and cost control and environmental obligations
are being approached. There will also be talks about
global marketing of tallow and protein meals and speciality products to meet niche markets.
There have
been some excellent talks at previous Symposia from
Australian renderers who spoke about their experiences. With this background a group of renderers and
suppliers will be invited to discuss innovations that
have been introduced and have been successful in the
Australian industry.

Sydney’s Darling Harbour with Convention Centre on the left
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